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Stuff To Bring 
REQUIRED 

□ Bible
□ HOME REPAIR Worksite Clothes and shoes

o Enough for five days.  They will get dirty and possibly ruined.  Long pants must be worn 
during the work day, jeans or scrubs are preferred. Shirts must have sleeves.  Clothes 
must have no questionable graphics or text (e.g. tobacco/beer ads, etc.).  Make sure 
there are no rips or holes in the clothing in areas which others may find offensive.

o Shoes need to be sneakers or work boots. TOMS, Crocs, Keens, etc. do not qualify as 
work site shoes

□ In-Camp Clothes & shoes
o Enough for six days.  Steer clear of clothing that others could find offensive or 

inappropriate. Remember: it can be cooler in the evenings, so we suggest bringing a few 
warmer clothes and a lightweight jacket.

o Open-toed shoes may be worn around camp.
□ Spending money: You may make a few stops after the work day to get a drink, and we will have 

a camp “store” open every night with camp shirts, drinks, & candy. Friday afternoon will also be 
a “free day” and you’ll be responsible for purchasing your own lunch and anything you want to 
buy in the community!

□ Toiletries & Towels:   For bathing and sitting on the ground outside.
□ Bedding: Sheets and blanket for a single bed, or a sleeping bag.  Don’t forget a pillow!
□ Reusable water bottle - Hydration is key! (So is saving the environment!)
□ Backpack to take essentials to the worksite
□ Hammer: Bring your own hammer, preferably a 16-oz. claw hammer.
□ Safety goggles: Bring your own pair of safety goggles (ordinary sunglasses or prescription 

glasses don’t count).

□ Work gloves: Bring your own pair of work gloves, preferably tough and durable.

RECOMMENDED 

□ Flashlight
□ Bathing suit: Bathing suits

must be one-piece or tankini-
style.

□ Sunscreen
□ Sandals for the shower
□ Insect repellent
□ Insurance card
□ Guitar or other instruments

you might play

□ Lawn Chair: Great for free-
time and outdoor activities.

□ Ear Plugs: If you’re sensitive
to people snoring.

□ Journal
□ Trash bag for dirty clothes
□ Hat
□ Surge Protector/Extension

cord
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Home Repair Week Walk-Through 

Sunday  

On Sundays all groups arrive, settle in, and we 

spend the rest of the afternoon/evening getting 

to know one another and prepping for our week. 

1:30 - 3:30 - All campers arrive and settle in 

4:00 - Orientation  

Team Building & Work Group 

Breakdown 

6:00 - Dinner  

Adult Meeting with Camp Director 

7:00 - Work Site Prep - Tool Tutorial, go over 

projects for the week, etc.   

8:30 -Worship/Small Group 

10:00 - Quiet time 

10:30 - Lights Out  

Monday - Thursday 

These days look similar. Daily projects and 

nightly activities will vary but the overall 

schedule will remain the same. Our work groups 

(we call them CMGs) stay the same and work 

together on 2-3 projects throughout the week. 

7:00 - Wake up 

7:30 - Breakfast  

Morning Watch 

Major Group Meeting  

9:00 - 4:00 - Serving in the community doing 

minor home repairs and building relationships 

with homeowners!  

Arrive back in camp, shower, rest, and 

get ready for evening activities! 

Monday – Thursday, Continued… 

6:00 - Dinner  

Adult meeting  

Evening Activity times will vary but we will do the 

following things each night:  

Small group with church 

Worship 

Sharing 

Camp Activity/Free time  

Canteen (Camp “store” will be open) 

10:30 - Quiet time 

11:00 - Lights out 

Friday  

On Fridays CMGs work at local organizations in 

the community in a way to support what’s 

happening on a long-term basis. Groups will 

serve at food pantries, clothing closets, nursing 

homes, etc. After your community service 

project in the morning, your group will have 

lunch together at the place of your choosing 

and have the afternoon to explore! 

7:00 - Wake up 

7:30 - Breakfast  

Morning Watch 

Major Group Meeting  

9:00 - 5:00 - Community Service Projects, Lunch, 

Free time with group 

6:00 - Dinner, CMG Celebration 

7:30 - Small group with church  

8:30 - Campfire, Sharing, Worship 

Saturday:  

Wake up, clean camp, head home by 10 AM
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MEDICAL INFORMATION 
Safety FIRST! 
We strongly emphasize safety on our work sites and in camp. Our staff people visit and check work sites 
several times a day to ensure the safety of participants. We never anticipate having accidents, but rest 
assured we are prepared to handle them. All CCC staff members are trained and certified in First Aid and 

CPR. We strongly recommend each participant have an up-to-date tetanus shot. 

Activity Permission and Medical Consent Form 
Carolina Cross Connection requires all its participants (students and adults) to have an Activity Permission 
and Medical Consent Form completely filled out, front and back, before we allow them to participate in 
any camp activities. Of course, adults do not need their parental consent, but they do still need to fill out 
a form. The most important part of these forms is the participant’s insurance information. 

Insurance coverage for CCC participants is as follows: 
1. PRIMARY Insurance Carrier: The Participant’s Insurance — Your insurance information is very

important at CCC, which is why it must be provided on the Activity Permission and Medical
Consent Form. Should an accident occur, in or out of camp, the camper’s family insurance
will serve as the primary carrier. In other words, during the initial visit to the hospital, the
camper’s insurance is that which will be given to hospital personnel. If possible, everyone
should carry his/her personal insurance card.

2. SECONDARY Insurance Carrier:  CCC and/or Camp Insurance — Each participant at Carolina
Cross Connection is also covered under our insurance policy and a policy at the camp
location they attend. Should an accident occur in-camp, on a worksite, or in transit to or from
a worksite, CCC’s insurance covers any costs not covered by the primary carrier (your
insurance policy).

3. Any medical costs that are not covered by this participant’s insurance, CCC’s insurance, or
camp insurance must be paid by the participant and his/her family.

In the Event of an Accident or Medical Emergency: 
1. We will take the injured person to the hospital or, if need be, call for an ambulance.

Whenever possible, we ensure that the victim is accompanied by at least two people: a CCC
staff member and an adult from that person’s church. If the emergency occurs on a worksite,
the entire work team will accompany the victim to the hospital.

2. We will contact parents/guardians as soon as possible. If parents/guardians are not available,
we will contact an emergency contact person, as listed on the Activity Permission and
Medical Consent Form.

3. We will give the insurance information of the injured person to hospital personnel to file the
initial claim.

4. Following the camp week, we will send parents/guardians the proper claim form and the
information needed to complete that form.

5. Parents/guardians will complete the form entirely.
6. Parents/guardians will attach itemized bills showing the patient’s name, diagnosed condition,

date(s) of treatment, nature of treatment, and charge per treatment. Statements from the
primary carrier showing payment or rejection of the claim should also be included. If there is
no coverage other than CCC insurance, a written statement from the parents/guardian’s
employer(s) verifying no coverage must be provided.

In the Event of a Serious Illness 
Our staff will keep that person in camp to supervise them, attend to their needs, and help them to feel comfortable. If their 
condition becomes serious and needs medical attention, we will follow the same steps as above. Depending on the seriousness 
of the illness, the sick person may have to return home for the sake of their health and the health of other participants. 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Who can attend? 
Carolina Cross Connection is a non-denominational organization.  Members of ALL youth 
groups are encouraged to attend CCC! Students who have completed sixth grade through 
adults are welcome to attend. 

What does it cost? 
Price varies depending on location and all participation fees must be paid before campers 
arrive in camp. The fee is all-inclusive, covering food and lodging for a week. All meals are 
covered from Sunday dinner to Saturday breakfast. We recommend bringing some extra 
spending money for snacks and CCC merchandise. You may also want to bring extra spending 
money for Friday, as we’ll spend some time in the community and may have lunch at a local 
establishment.  

Do I have to have construction experience? 
Nope! It's always helpful when participants have experience in construction, painting, etc. But 
we are also eager to have people who are new to such skills! Our staff does a good job of 
drawing up plans, teaching people how to do projects, and ensuring projects are going well. 

Can I leave camp early, arrive late, or leave and then return during the 
week?  
We require ALL participants, students and adults, to remain at CCC for the entire week! The 
experience is based on a tightly-knit community that serves, plays, and worships together. 
Arriving late, leaving early, and going to and fro are disruptions and can rob people of valuable 
experiences. If a person cannot commit to a full CCC week, then they are not quite ready and 
should wait until a time when they are able to commit to the time required. 

How are we divided into work teams? 
Each participant is placed in a Christian Mission Group (CMG) of 7-8 people. Each CMG will 
have 1-2 adults. We form CMGs by mixing up ages, gender, and experience. We will work 
together with your Group Leader to form these groups. Due to the modifications for this year, 
groups will stay with members from their own churches. You will be a member of the same CMG 
for the entire week. We do not allow participants to “float” between groups. 

Will we always finish our Home Repair projects? 
We urge groups to work hard to complete their assigned tasks, but we understand that 
sometimes things just don’t get done for whatever reason. Our staff and other CCC volunteers 
are always standing by to complete any unfinished work; we will not leave a summer without 
completing ALL projects we begin.  
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Are the worksites safe? 
All of our work sites are visited and overseen by our trained staff people ahead of time and 
during the week, and all of our volunteers are taught basic safety precautions. All CMGs will 
have at least one adult leader. We will make sure that all participants are comfortable and 
confident in any situation. 

Where does CCC find people to serve? 
We work closely with local social service agencies to make connections with people in the 
community. We never assume people need any type of service, but strive to build lasting 
relationships with them and create a space where everyone feels loved, safe, and valued.   

Who is in charge of CCC? 
CCC is a non-profit organization that is ultimately run by a Board of Directors and a full-time 
office staff. But during the summer, CCC is operated by a summer staff at each camp location. 
These staffs are made up of fun, energetic, college-aged people who love Jesus. They are 
looking forward to getting to know you, lead you, and serve alongside you! 

Can I share my cell phone number, email address, mailing address, social 
media info with people in the community? 
While we understand the purpose of this week is to build relationships, we ask that you take 
extreme caution when sharing personal information. We have found it best to wait up to a year 
or two years of knowing someone before sharing personal information. Students are not 
allowed to share personal contact information under any circumstances. Adults 25 years and 
older may share information with the understanding that conversations or responses from the 
community cannot be controlled. 

How demanding is the physical aspect? 
Some of our projects can be more physically involved than others, oftentimes there can be 
heavy lifting required. Regardless of how much you can offer physically, we have found there is 
always something for everyone to do!  

What is the week like emotionally? 
Seeing material poverty up close is emotionally intense. Processing these emotions back at 
camp is one of the focuses of the week. Encourage one another to be open and ready to 
learn/ask questions to help process the experience. 

I have a question that hasn’t been answered... 
Feel free to contact Taylor in the CCC office if you have further questions or concerns. Call us 
at 704-721-0033, or email taylor@carolinacrossconnection.org. 
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CCC RULES

Phones:  Participants can bring their phones but should limit usage during all camp activities, on 
the worksite, and in the vans on the way to and from camp. If phone usage becomes a problem 
our staff will ask the Group Leader, or another adult from the group, to keep the phone in a safe 
place so it doesn’t distract from the camp community. 

Weapons & Other Dangerous Items: We do NOT permit blades (e.g. knives, pocket knives, 
Leathermans), firearms, paint guns, air rifles, air pistols, BB guns, replicas of firearms, fireworks, 
water balloons, or water guns in camp. In the past, we have had some accidents attributed to 
horseplay with such objects. Help us keep our camps as safe and non-threatening as possible. 
Do not bring these dangerous items! 

Tobacco Products:  We strongly prefer that no tobacco products be brought or used during the 
camp week. Smoking/vaping is allowed only in a designated “smoking/vaping area” and is 
prohibited in all other areas of camp. Cigarette butts and spit cups should be disposed of 
properly. North Carolina law states that a person under the age of 18 cannot purchase tobacco 
products. Anyone under the age of 18 should also not be using these products. We expect full 
compliance with this law, and our logical extension of it: all individuals under the age of 18 are 
prohibited to use tobacco products at CCC. CCC PROHIBITS ALL PARTICIPANTS USING 
TOBACCO PRODUCTS ON OUR WORKSITES, OR EN ROUTE TO AND FROM WORKSITES, 
INCLUDING PARTICIPANTS WHO ARE 18 & OLDER. 

Alcohol or Drugs: POSSESSION OR USE OF DRUGS OR ALCOHOL AT CCC IS STRICTLY 
PROHIBITED!   ANYONE WHO VIOLATES THIS RULE WILL BE SENT HOME IMMEDIATELY! 

Snacks: Food in sleeping quarters may attract pests and insects. Food in the cabins is strongly 
discouraged.  

Negative attitudes: Closed-minds that are unwilling to experience, grow, and change. 

Camp Boundaries: Each camp location has boundaries that participants are expected to stay in 
during the week. Camp directors explain these on Sunday. 

Visitors: We ask that visitation be limited, as it can interfere with the community that is forming. 
Unannounced visitors can also disrupt an evening’s activities and the amount of food served at 
dinner. If someone from home wants to visit, you MUST first inform the Camp Director to seek 
their opinion and approval in advance. Mail is always a welcomed way for families and friends. 

CMG Switching: All youth and adults are divided into work teams of 7 or 8 called Christian 
Mission Groups (CMGs). Once you are placed in a CMG, you will remain in that CMG for the 
entire week. We do not allow any participant to switch or “float” between different CMGs after 
they are formed. 
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Gender-Related Rules: CCC also does not tolerate sexual harassment or abuse in any form. 
Offenders are sent home immediately and possibly reported to authorities based on the 
offense. Participants are separated by gender for designated sleeping areas. We are happy to 
make accommodations for any participant requiring extra privacy, etc. Please speak with our 
administrators before arriving in camp so we can make appropriate arrangements.  

Violence:  Participants are prohibited to threaten, fight with, or intentionally harm others — 
physically, emotionally, or mentally. Intentionally harming oneself is prohibited. 

Pranks: CCC does not tolerate or encourage pranks from youth or adults. There are plenty of 
opportunities to build community and have fun together in positive, healthy ways. Please be 
respectful of how pranks can disrupt a community and be a burden on our staff. The staff are 
working long hours and need to get as much rest as they can and not be concerned with pranks 
being played on them or others in camp. They are also juggling a lot of responsibilities and 
need to focus on making sure everything is being taken care of – we appreciate you working 
WITH US and not against us!  

Lights Out:  All participants will go to bed between 10:30 and 11:30 in a time called “Lights 
Out,” no exceptions. You will be working long hours, and we want everyone to have energy to 
work well and safely during the day. Drivers especially need their rest. So, when the lights go 
out, EVERYONE must go to bed. 

Personal Information: Students are not allowed to share personal contact information under any 

circumstances. Adults 25 years and older may share information with the understanding that 

conversations or responses from the community cannot be controlled.  This includes phone 

numbers, email addresses, social media accounts, and mailing addresses. An alternative is to 

share the church's information to correspond through this method. Exceptions can be made 

with companions of local organizations that we partner with. Although this rule can be 

challenging, please understand we have all participant's best interest in mind. 

Please see Modifications for Camp 2021 Handout for additional safety rules for this year. 
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RELEASE OF RIGHTS 

We live in a world that is full of rights. Our particular culture is one where we take pride in our 
rights. As a matter of fact, the rights of individuals are constitutional but as we see the 
demanding of individual rights increase, we see much of the moral fiber of our society 
decrease. Jesus laid down His rights and all His glory, to the heavens, to become a man and to 
serve, not to be served. (Phil 2:5-11 and Mark 10:45) 

We ask you to consider laying down your rights this week. Not to lay them down for better or 
for worse, but to entrust them to the Lord or transfer the responsibility of them to a place of 
safekeeping. These rights may seem unreasonable but in a week of mission work could cause 
dissension. Would you take time to search your heart and willingness to surrender your rights 
to the Lord? (Romans 12:1) 

I GIVE UP MY RIGHT TO: I ENTRUST TO GOD: 
A comfortable bed My strength and endurance 
Dressing fashionably My security in Him 
Seeing results His purpose and fruit in His timing 
Control of myself My need for His Spirit control 

Control of others His workmanship in others 
Control of circumstances My circumstances to His purpose in making me Christ-like 
Having pleasant circumstances The privilege of suffering for His sake 
Making decisions His sovereign hand in my life 
Taking up offense My deepest needs 
Being successful My security in His love 
Being understood My reputation 
Being heard My need for recognition 
Being right My need for His righteousness 

Which “right” do you give up for the week which will allow God to step in and provide in a new 
and exciting way? List three!  

Which one will be the hardest for you? 

How do you think giving these things up will help you have a better experience at CCC? 
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4 Types of Guests 
When we visit these people, we are their guest. We don’t have all of the answers to their 
problems, we are not better than them in any way, we are guests entering their space. What 
type of guest are you? If you are in one of the first three categories, what is it going to take to 
get you to the fourth? 

INSULATED INTERESTED INVOLVED INTEGRATED 

Stays by self/group Only interacting with 
very few 

Open and friendly to 
all 

Having conversations 
where they share openly 
and listen well 

Laughs at differences Polite in new 
situations; Is sensitive 

Asks good questions Ask good questions and 
seeks to fully understand 
the situation 

Hangs out close to 
leaders and uses hand 
sanitizer often 

Will learn names and 
take pictures 

Learns about the lives 
of our hosts and is in 
the middle of whatever 
we are doing 

Dirt all over at end of day 
from working; Has deep 
conversations; Prays with 
those hurting 

Does devotions but 
never shares 

Does devotions 
and shares 
thoughts 

Participates in group 
discussions and seeks 
to add value to talks; 
prays for teammates 
and new friends 

Begins to ask questions not 
posed in devotions; seeks to 
see what God may want 
them to see in the everyday 
interactions 

Based on your past experiences, what type of guest have you been? Is it easier to be an 
Insulated guest or an Integrated guest?  

What are some ways you can push yourself each day to go from insulated to integrated? 

How do you think each of these 4 types of guests make the people we’re working for feel? 

Consider the commitment below and what it means to be a part of this mission team! 
COMMITMENT: I give God permission to do anything He wishes to me, with me, in me, or through me 
that would glorify Him. I am also committing to faithfully participate on a CCC team. I understand that 

requirements of serving on this team will be to help with team development and preparation for 
departure. This will involve completing the requested Bible Study, raising costs or personal expenses, 

and other activities. I also understand that throughout the time of our camp, I will be supportive of 
leadership and other team members, assume the best about others, remain flexible and be a blessing. 
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Empowering Others & The Families We Work With 

One of our core values at CCC is empowering others and the families we work with.  When we 

go out each day, we want to treat all people with respect and care.  Anything we can do to 

involve everyone in the work we are doing will give them a feeling of worth.  It will be 

empowering!  On the other hand, if we ignore the people we are visiting and do not listen to 

their suggestions, we will overpower them. 

This same idea is true for the members of your work group for the week.  It is important to treat 

everyone in the CMG in a way that will empower them. Below are some examples of 

overpowering and empowering. Please review these and model the example of empowering in 

camp and on the work sites as much as possible. It will make a much more enriching service 

experience for everyone. 

OVERPOWERING EMPOWERING
Those with special skills doing all the work 
themselves because they can do it better and faster 
than others in the CMG. 

Those with special skills in the CMG patiently teaching 
and sharing their skills with others in the team. 

Ignoring the person you are working for and their 
input and suggestion on how and what is to be 
done on his/her home. 

Making sure that person you’re working for has 
input into the work and how it is done.  If members 
are the family are willing and physically able, maybe 
inviting them to help with the project. 

Project decisions made by one or a few CMG 
members and imposed on the whole team. 

All CMG members share ideas about how to approach 
a project. 

CMG members buying materials they feel are best 
for a project and discarding those made available 
by the person you are working for or by the 
community. 

Using materials provided by the person you work for, 
even if they’re not the very best quality.  (CCC’s 
philosophy is that campers provide labor and tools.  
The community and the people we work for provide 
materials.)

Only letting girls or youngest members of the 
CMG do certain tasks like cleaning or bringing 
things for the boys or older members. 

No difference made between sex or age when 
dividing up tasks that the CMG team should do.  All 
members should have the opportunity to help with all 
tasks, from simple chores to complex work. 

CMG interacting only with each other.  Over-working 
so that you can get done early and get back to camp 
for more free time and a shower. 

Interacting with people we work for on a personal 
level with real interest and care.  Not strictly task-
oriented. 



 
Carolina Cross Connection  
Modifications for Camp 2021 
 
The modifications listed below will be in place as we execute our plans for 
summer 2021. As we follow CDC and local guidelines, we hope to be able to 
lift some of these if modifications but at this time we will be implementing all 
of these changes. Our Board of Directors met February 27, 2021, and 
confirmed we will go through with executing camp with the following modifications.   
 

PAYMENT & NUMBERS DEADLINE:  
• Deposit money rolled over from 2020 is non-refundable but will be able to be transferred to apply to 

overall balance in 2021. (Example: If you rolled over a $2500 deposit for 25 participants in 2020, and 
are only bringing 6 participants in 2021, you can use that $2500 to cover the cost of your entire 
group.)  

•  Final group numbers and final payments will be due May 1st. There will be no 2nd payment due. 
(Please note: if you are planning to INCREASE your group size, please call the office to discuss 
availability.)  

• Rosters will be due 3 weeks before your camp week.  
 
CAMP-WIDE: 

• Home Repair camps run at locations with max 45 people per site; Urban camp runs at location with 18-
20 max per site 

• All campers who are not vaccinated will be required to have a negative COVID test within 5 days of 
arriving at camp 

• Increased COVID signage to help with expectations and rules  
• Increased cleaning of hard surfaces and commonly touched areas 
• When possible, doors opened to increase airflow  
• Water bottles are required for each participant 
• Social distancing markers on ground when possible  
• Daily camp-wide cleaning of bathrooms and living quarters 
• Following required flight rules. (OM)  

 
MEAL TIME: 

• Sit with people from church  
• Wearing a mask when not eating/drinking 
• Hand sanitizer available at each table  
• When possible, sitting every-other seat occupied 
• Increased COVID signage to help with expectations and rules  
• Use disposable food service items (utensils, dishes). If disposable items are not feasible or desirable, 

ensure that all non-disposable food service items are handled with gloves and washed with dish soap 
and hot water or in a dishwasher. Individuals should wash their hands after removing their gloves or 
after directly handling used food service items. 

• Rotate eating 50% inside and 50% outside (UM) 



• All outdoor eating (OM)

WORK SITE/COMMUNITY INTERACTIONS: 
• Sanitization of hard surfaces often
• Hand sanitizer available
• Mask-wearing when within 6 feet of another person
• Never entering neighbors home when doing a project
• Scheduled bathroom breaks (or strict guidelines for adult/student ratio for bathroom runs)
• CMGs are same church
• Friday projects will comply with county mandates and, when possible, will be held outside (HR)
• Increased COVID signage to help with expectations and rules
• Individualized ice cream (UM)
• Substitute simulation activities for bus activities (UM)
• Hiking: Haywood Street provides transportation for community members only (UM)

IN-CAMP PROGRAMMING: 
• When indoors, rotating a simpler evening schedule for smaller groups
• 6 ft. apart, especially indoors
• Always wear a mask indoors and anytime within 6 feet of another person
• Minimize sharing objects (pens, cards, etc.)
• Increased COVID signage to help with expectations and rules
• Softball game: everyone wears a mask (UM)

LODGING: 
• Ensure participants will sleep at least 6 feet away from another person
• When possible, sleep only in rooms with same church members
• Increased COVID signage to help with expectations and rules
• Split churches among different locations: Reeves Chapel & Sardis UMC (UM)
• Bathrooms: each participant sprays bathroom with aerosol after use

FREE TIME: 
• Creative games that can be played with social distancing in mind
• Minimize object-sharing games, or make plan to sanitize
• Wear mask at all times indoors, when outdoors if within 6 ft. of another person
• Increased COVID signage to help with expectations and rules

Modifications Last updated: 3/2/21 
Please know these could change and evolve based on CDC or local guidelines.  
We will be following CDC Camp guidelines, which can be found at: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/community/schools-childcare/summer-camps.html 



Carolina Cross Connection
Activity & Medical Consent Form

Carolina Cross Connection (CCC) is a Christian organization that creates mission experiences for students and adults. 

In the event that I, or my/our child, is injured and requires the attention of a doctor, I/we consent to any reasonable medical 
treatment deemed necessary by a licensed physician. I/We give permission to the CCC Camp Director and/or our church group leader to 
select a physician, to hospitalize, to secure proper treatment for, and to order injection, anesthesia or surgery for me/my child as deemed 
necessary by a licensed physician. 

In the event of a medical emergency, if the participant is under the age of 18, I/we understand every reasonable effort will be 
made to contact me/us, or the emergency contact, or the emergency contact I/we have designated on this form, en route to or upon 
arrival at the hospital or health care facility. 

In the event treatment is required from a physician and/or personnel designated by CCC, I/we agree to hold such person free 
and harmless of any claims, demands or suits for damages arising from the giving of such consent. I/We also acknowledge that I/we will 
be ultimately responsible for the cost of any medical care, should the cost of that medical care not be reimbursed by the primary health 
insurance provider (my/our family’s) and/or the secondary health insurance provider (those of CCC and the camp). 

I/we affirm that the health insurance information on this form is accurate at this date and will, to the best of my/our knowledge, 
still be in force for the participant. 

I/we agree to go home, or bring my/our child home, at my own/our expense should I/they become ill, if I/they fail to comply 
with the Code of Conduct below, or if otherwise deemed necessary by the CCC summer staff. If participant is under the age of 18, I/we 
understand that all medical and behavioral issues will be discussed with the Camp Director and an adult from my/our church, if possible 
of the same gender.

MEDIA RELEASE & WAIVER:
I/we give permission for images of myself/my child, through photographs, video or other likeness, to be used by CCC for 

the purpose of promotional materials. I further release CCC from any liability associated with promotional use of these images. I/we 
release any claim to said images, and acknowledge that they are the sole property of and are copyrighted by CCC. 

Printed name of participant      Date

Signature of participant     Date

Parent/guardian signature, if participant is under the age of 18     Date 

Participant Consent Form 

Participant’s Signature Date

Code of Conduct 
We expect each student and adult to conform to the following conduct guidelines. Participants who fail to comply with these expectations 

will suffer the consequences, which may include being sent home at the expense of the parents or youth leader. 

No possession of alcohol or drugs
No possession of tobacco products by participants under the age of 18. Possession of tobacco products by participants 18 or older is  
     limited to designated smoking areas. Absolutely NO TOBACCO USE is allowed on, or en route to and from, service areas. 
No possession of weapons, pocket knives, fireworks, or explosives. 
No threatening, fighting with, or otherwise intentionally harming others - physically, emotionally, or mentally. 
No use of personal electronics (including game devices and phones) during in-camp activities or in the community. 
Compliance with dress code in camp and in the community. 
Must remain in designated sleeping area. 
No staying up after Lights Out. No going beyond camp boundaries at any time. 
Respect camp rules and schedules. Respect the property of others and the camps. (You are financially responsible for damage due to your actions.)
No sharing of personal information with community members (email address, social media information, mailing address, phone numbers, etc.) unless 
25 years and older.

Activity & Medical Consent forms MUST 
be turned in to the office before you 
arrive in camp. Please see registration 
information for details. 
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Name
First Last

Address 

City, State, Zip

Home Phone  Cell Phone 

E-mail Address Date of Birth Gender

Participant’s Church Name  City/State

Participant Information 

Medical Information on this form will ONLY be used if medical treatment is needed.

Date of last Tetanus shot: 

Medication(s) you are currently taking: 

List any allergies or health concerns:

Physician Name: Office Phone:

Dentist Name:  Office Phone: 

Company Name   Phone #

Address  City, State, Zip

Policy #  Policy Holder’s ID #

Relationship to policyholder

Primary Secondary
Name Name

Relationship to Participant  Relationship to Participant

Home Phone Home Phone

Cell Phone Cell Phone 

Emergency Medical Information 

Medical Insurance Information 
If possible, please include a copy of your insurance card with this document

Emergency Contact Information  
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Church _________________________________________________ Camp Week _______

Last Name ______________________________________ First Name_______________________________________ MI _________

Address ______________________________________________________ City _________________ St __________ Zip __________

Home Phone ___________________________ Cell _________________________Email ____________________________________

Occupation and Employer ______________________________________________________________________________________

Date of Birth _________________________________________Driver's License #_____________________ Issuing State _________

Circle One

1. Have you ever been convicted of a felony? *Yes    No

2. Have you ever been convicted or formally accused of any sex related or child abuse offense?  *Yes    No

3. Have you had any major driving infractions over the past year? *Yes    No

4. Have you had a background check completed within the past 3 years verifying the responses above?  Yes    **No

Date of check _________/________ /_______ Your background check MUST be on file at your church for participation in CCC. 

5. Have you participated in Safe Sanctuary or a similar youth protection training program?  Yes    No

* If you answered YES to questions #1, #2 or #3, please fully explain on back of form.

** If you answered NO to question #4, you must have a background check completed before arrival to camp. Any form which does not 
include a current (within 3 years) background check date and signatures will be returned. Adults are asked not to arrive on camp 
property until a background check has been processed. If your church does not offer this service, Carolina Cross Connection recom-
mends infotracer.com, a background check service provider.  The cost is between $20-$40 per person and can normally be processed on 
the spot. infotracer.com is just one of many sites you can use to perform a background check. We ask that your background check be on 
file at your church. CCC does not need to see the actual report. The signatures below are required before entering camp. In the event of 
any incident the CCC administrator will work with the church for resolution. You may also contact the CCC office regarding any 
background check questions, 704-721-0033 and choose your program administrator's extension. 

Adult Covenant: 
I fully support Carolina Cross Connection's effort to increase the probability of having a safe environment in our camp week for youth 
to perform mission work without fear of irresponsible adults who may take advantage of them or put them at risk of being hurt. I 
certify, to the best of my knowledge, the information that I have provided on this form is true and accurate. I authorize any 
investigation, including a background check, of any or all statements made on this form.

Print Name  _________________________________________ Signature ____________________________________ Date __________

      Group Leader Signature ____________________________________Date ________

Pastor Signature __________________________________________Date ________

ADULT COVENANT / SCREENING FORM 
for all CCC participants 18 years of age or older 

to be turned in on or before three weeks before your camp week.



Assumption of the Risk and Waiver of Liability Relating to 

Coronavirus/COVID-19 

The novel coronavirus, COVID-19, has been declared a worldwide pandemic by 

the World Health Organization. COVID-19 is extremely contagious and is believed to 

spread mainly from person-to-person contact. As a result, federal, state, and local 

governments and federal and state health agencies recommend social distancing and 

have, in many locations, prohibited the congregation of groups of people. 

Carolina Cross Connection (“CCC”) has put in place preventative measures

to reduce the spread of COVID-19; however, CCC cannot guarantee that you or your

child(ren) will not become infected with COVID-19. Further, attending CCC could

increase your risk and your child(ren)’s risk of contracting COVID-19.  

By signing this agreement, I acknowledge the contagious nature of COVID-19 

and voluntarily assume the risk that my child(ren) and I may be exposed to or infected 

by COVID-19 by attending CCC and that such exposure or infection may result in 
personal injury, illness, permanent disability, and death. I understand that the risk of 

becoming exposed to or infected by COVID-19 at CCC may result from the actions, 
omissions, or negligence of myself and others, including, but not limited to, CCC 
employees, volunteers, the participating church, and program participants and their 
families.

I voluntarily agree to assume all of the foregoing risks and accept sole 

responsibility for any injury to my child(ren) or myself (including, but not limited to, 

personal injury, disability, and death), illness, damage, loss, claim, liability, or expense, 

of any kind, that I or my child(ren) may experience or incur in connection with my 

child(ren)’s attendance at CCC or participation in CCC's program (“Claims”). On my

behalf, and on behalf of my children, I hereby release, covenant not to sue, 

discharge, and hold harmless CCC, its employees, agents, the participating church and 
representatives, of and from the Claims, including all liabilities, claims, actions, 

damages, costs or expenses of any kind arising out of or relating thereto. I understand 

and agree that this release includes any Claims based on the actions, omissions, or 

negligence of CCC, its employees, agents, and representatives, the participating church 
whether a COVID-19 infection occurs before, during, or after participation in any CCC 
program. 

Signature of Parent/Guardian Date 

Print Name of Parent/Guardian Name of CCC Participant(s)



 

COVID-19 CODE OF CONDUCT FOR CAROLINA CROSS 
CONNECTION’S SUMMER PROGRAM 

 
 

IN CONSIDERATION for being permitted to attend the Carolina Cross Connection (“CCC”) 
summer program, and/or for my children to so participate for any purpose, including, but not 
limited to, observation or church participation, or participation in any off-site program affiliated 
with CCC, I agree to the following Code of Conduct: 

 

VEHICLES 
● First and foremost, please follow your church’s Safe Sanctuary rules. 
● Masks must be worn in the car and, if possible, windows need to be rolled down during 

the car ride. 
● The vehicle must be sprayed with a disinfectant spray before anyone gets in and then 

again when they get out, even on the worksite. 
● Have a restraint system for ALL passengers. North Carolina law requires that all 

passengers have a seatbelt. CCC does not permit passengers to ride in the back of a 
pick-up truck or in a vehicle that does not have restraints for passengers (e.g. cargo vans) 

 
FEVER CHECK 
I give permission for CCC to check my and/or my child’s temperature every morning (using a 
forehead checking thermometer) before entering a building or meeting area. I agree if mine or 
my child’s temperature is above 100 degrees that I/we will leave the premises for the rest of the 
week. 
 

BEFORE CAMP 
 

• If eligible, staff, volunteers, campers, and family members should get fully vaccinated for 
COVID-19. Ideally, wait 2 weeks after completing vaccination for COVID-19 before traveling 
to camp. 

• We request that campers, their families, and camp staff follow guidance for travelers in the 
14 days before camp arrival to reduce exposure to COVID-19. Ask unvaccinated campers 
and staff members to engage in a 2-week pre-arrival quarantine that includes physical 
distancing, mask-wearing when not at home, avoiding unnecessary travel, and refraining 
from indoor social gatherings with people outside of their households. 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/travel-during-covid19.html) 

• Campers and staff who are not fully vaccinated to provide proof of a negative viral test taken 
no more than 1–3 days before arriving at camp. Delay arrival for campers or staff with 
confirmed positive test results. 

o CDC does not recommend getting tested again in the three months after a positive 
viral test if the person does not have symptoms of COVID-19. Campers and staff 
who have had a positive viral test in the 3 months prior to starting camp and have 
met the criteria to end isolation should have a letter from their healthcare provider 
documenting the positive test date and stating the individual is cleared to end 
isolation. 

• We are referring camp staff, campers, and their families to CDC’s Travel During COVID-
19 page for more details about preparing to travel, including recommendations about 
staying safe during travel such as wearing a mask in public settings. 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/travel-during-covid19.html) 

 



 

COVID-19 NON-NEGOTIABLES 
Due to the rules put out by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) and the   
North Carolina Department of Health we are working hard to make sure your week at CCC is in 
compliance. To ensure minimal-risk and protect the most vulnerable around us we are requiring: 

 
● If participants have not received a COVID vaccine, a negative COVID test is required 

within 1-3 days of coming to camp. 
● Temperature checks every morning before entering a meeting area. If a participant has a 

fever over 100 they will be sent home and other participants and their parents will be 
notified immediately. 

● A participant that has run a fever of over 100 up to two weeks before camp, or has had 
known exposure to someone with a fever in that 14 day period is not allowed to come to 
camp. 

● Handwashing stations will be set up before the participant enters the church or meeting 
place, at the worksite, and at the lunch site. Handwashing will be required throughout 
the day. 

● Masks will be worn any time participants could be within 6 feet of one another. 
● Individual water bottles will be used and recycling will be available. 
● Tools will be wiped down with a disinfectant wipe before and after use. 
● Activities and work projects will be held outside, weather permitting. 
● Additional rules will be outlined during orientation. Rules will include but are not limited 

to: no physical touching, no sharing items without sanitization practices, no sharing 
phones, and photos taken need to follow social distancing rules. 

● Honesty about your personal symptoms and the symptoms of those in your home. 

If you cannot comply with these rules then they will be asked to go home. 

 
I acknowledge the code of conduct set up by Carolina Cross Connection for the program.    
I/we understand that if I/we cannot comply with these rules that I/we will be sent home. I/we 
understand the risks and recommendations stated above and choose to participate in Carolina 
Cross Connection’s program.  I acknowledge that this document does not impact or amend  
the medical consent form. 

 
 
 

Participant’s Signature Date 
 
 
 
 
 

Parent/Guardian Signature, if participant is under the age of 18 Date 
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